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Abstract: The Chimera Methodology is a software engineering paradigm that enables rapid development

of real-time applications through use of dynamically reconfigurable and reusable software. It is targeted

towards a distributed shared memory computing environment. The primary contribution of this research is

the port-based object model of a real-time software component. The model is obtained by applying the port-

automaton formal computational theory to object-based design. A finite state machine, detailed interface

specifications, and a C-language template are used to define the port-based object. Tools to support the in-

tegration, scheduling, and state variable communication between the objects have been developed and in-

corporated into the Chimera Real-Time Operating System. Techniques for verifying correctness and

analyzing performance are also provided for configuration managers that integrate software designed us-

ing the port-based object model.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Chimera Methodology is a software engineering paradigm that enables rapid development of real-time

applications through use of dynamically reconfigurable and reusable software. It is targeted towards a

distributed shared memory computing environment, and implementation has been on a set of single board

computers on a VMEbus, hosted by a Sun SPARCstation. The Chimera name is used since this

methodology cultivated from the Chimera Real-Time Operating System Project [39].

As an example of the current state of real-time software development, consider the development of a real-

time application where a specific software algorithm developed at another site is required. The software
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designer must first go to the library or search through a database of abstracts to find a book or journal article

describing the mathematical theory or computer science algorithm they are seeking. After a copy of the

book or paper is obtained, the article is read closely and the perhaps sketchy details of the desired algorithm

deciphered. Next, the algorithm is implemented, for which code must be written, tested, and debugged.

When that is completed, even more code must be written to integrate the new module into the final

application, followed by further testing, debugging, and ultimately fine-tuning of timing parameters. This

process can easily take days or weeks of development time for each algorithm needed in an application, and

thus may result in a software development cycle that is several months long for a single real-time

application.

An alternative to the current development method is to use software assembly to reduce software

development time. Software assembly is a visual programming technique that can be used to rapidly create

reconfigurable systems. It requires that the underlying software be decomposed into two parts: 1) the

configuration management tool and 2) well defined and structured reusable software modules. Applications

are created by configuring the software modules using the configuration management tool.

For example, software designers who need a specific algorithm search a global distributed software library.

The library can be based on the hypermedia information system currently available with the World-Wide

Web [44]. When a suitable algorithm is found, they not only get the written theory, but they can also follow

a link to a reusable software module created by the original authors. The algorithm is already programmed,

fully tested, and debugged. With an action as simple as a mouse-click, the software component is copied

into the designer’s personal or project library. It is then ready to be used in a custom application. This

process would take a few minutes at most. A complete application is created by putting together these

software building-blocks using the configuration management tool, and allowing an underlying real-time

operating system (RTOS) to handle the timing and communication. Within hours, a complete application

could be assembled, as compared to the months that it would take to create the application using

conventional software design methods.

Until now, the above idealistic programming environment has been unrealizable, because transfer, reuse,

and integration of real-time software is difficult and often seemingly impossible. First, A lack of software

interfacing standards and the use of specialized and incompatible hardware results in low software

portability. Second, the glue code to integrate software modules created at different sites is often difficult

to write and debug. Third, most real-time systems are still developed using trial-and-error techniques, since

getting the timing and resource sharing correct for the application is non-trivial.
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These issues have been addressed in the evolution of the Chimera Methodology. Software models are

provided which can be used as the basis for interfacing standards, code templates, and creating

reconfigurable device drivers. The port-automaton theory has been applied to object design in order to

minimize the dependencies between real-time objects and improve their schedulability using popular real-

time scheduling algorithms. Object-management services and communication mechanisms have been

incorporated into the Chimera RTOS to automatically integrate software components, in order to eliminate

the need for configuration languages or writing and debugging glue code. Predictability of an assembled

application can be analyzed and verified, using techniques that can be incorporated into the configuration

manager.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Background and related work into developing

reconfigurable software is discussed in Section 2. The port-based object software model which forms the

basis of the Chimera Methodology is described in Section 3. Techniques for configuration analysis and

verification are presented in Section 4. Examples of Onika, a visual programming configuration manager

based on the Chimera Methodology, are given in Section 5. Finally, the paradigm is summarized in

Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Reconfigurable systems can be categorized as either statically configurable or dynamically reconfigurable.

A statically configurable system is one where reusable software modules are selected and configured off-

line, and only executed after configuration is complete. In contrast, dynamically reconfigurable systems can

be modified on-line, without the need to recompile the application nor shutdown and reboot the system.

Changes to the application can come in the form of updating the hardware configuration, changing the set

of software modules executing, or modifying execution parameters of either the entire application or a

selected subset of modules. This section describes various approaches to developing reconfigurable

systems.

Software synthesis, also known as automatic code generation, generally employs artificial intelligence

techniques such as knowledge bases [1] [36] and expert systems [16] [31] to generate the glue code for

integrating reusable software components. Because of the need to regenerate and recompile the code each

time a reconfiguration is required, this method is only suitable for statically configurable systems.

Interface adaptation involves modifying the interfaces of software modules based on the other software

modules with which they must communicate in order to obtain the required software integration. In these

systems, an interface specification language is used to provide a general wrapper interface and to allow

meaningful data to be interchanged between the modules [14] [20] [24]. This method has led to the notion
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of a software bus, where an underlying server or transport mechanism adapts to the software module, rather

than having the software modules adapt to the transport mechanism [3] [29]. Interface adaptation is targeted

at re-engineering software that was not originally designed to be reused or reconfigured. Most of these

methods only support static configuration, and none of them support real-time execution.

A graphical approach to developing reconfigurable systems is software assembly. LabView is a commercial

software assembly tool that supports dynamic reconfigurability [42]. Although Labview provides an ideal

environment for rapidly creating data acquisition and analysis applications, it does not support multi-

threaded design required for creating control systems and distributed applications.

The Regis environment [22] is a follow-up to the REX system [24] and uses the configuration

management/program structure separation to obtain dynamically reconfigurable software. Regis uses the

Darwin configuration language, based on the Conic[23] interface adaptation method to structure the

components using input and output communication objects. ConicDraw [18] can then be used to assemble

the software graphically. In the Regis environment, communication is obtained through message passing in

order to support concurrency in a distributed network-based environment.

The Kernel Tool Kit (KTK) [12] provides an alternate approach to software assembly to obtain dynamic

reconfigurability. KTK is an object-based operating system that provides kernel support for a dynamically

reconfigurable distributed network environments. The authors have shown that this method can be used to

reconfigure a parallel application to improve overall performance. However, because this approach does not

have the configuration management/program structure separation it does not support software assembly.

The aforementioned research does not address any of the real-time issues associated with designing

reconfigurable systems. The MetaH configuration language [43] does address real-time issues associated

with developing reconfigurable guidance, navigation, and control. However, the MetaH real-time

modelling and analysis does not support multiprocessing nor dynamic reconfigurability.

The Chaos Real-Time Operating System [33] was designed to use object-oriented design with real-time

systems in order to provide reconfigurability. However, an object-oriented programming language

generally performs run-time dynamic binding to support this inheritance, and objects of different classes

communicate with each other through messages, where the message invokes the method of another object

[6]. Such dynamic binding and message passing creates unpredictable execution delays, especially in a

distributed environment, and as a result is not suitable for the design of real-time systems. Chaos addresses

the dynamic binding issue by performing static binding during the compilation and linking stages, thus

allowing for predictable execution of the real-time application. The Chaos system addresses the real-time

message passing issue by creating a variety of specialized messages which are tailored to the target
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application. As stated by the authors of Chaos in [4], this, to some extent, ruins the object model’s

uniformity and partially defeats the purpose of using the object-oriented methodology for developing real-

time systems. It also prevents Chaos from being used for dynamically reconfigurable systems.

Meta [26] is a tool for instrumentizing software components to enable distributed configuration

management in a dynamically reconfigurable system. It uses a software concept ofsensors andactuatorsto

better monitor and modify configurations to ensure correctness and add robustness during dynamic

reconfiguration. As discussed in Section 3.6, this work could potentially be used in conjunction with the

Chimera Methodology to improve the robustness of a subsystem’s signalling mechanisms.

The Chimera Methodology addresses the design of dynamically reconfigurable real-time systems which are

implemented in a distributed shared memory environment. Although many distributed applications are

implemented over local-area networks, standard Internet protocols are not suitable for real-time systems.

As a result, multiprocessor real-time applications tend to be implemented in a distributed shared memory

environment. A popular hardware architecture providing this environment is the VMEbus. However, with

the increasing availability of multiprocessor workstations with real-time operating systems (such as the Sun

SPARCstation MP514 with Solaris 2.x)[19], the concepts developed with the Chimera Methodology can

form the basis for supporting dynamically reconfigurable software in these workstation environments. The

Chimera Methodology combines object-based design with the port-automaton computational model, as

described next, to model dynamically reconfigurable real-time software components.

Streenstrup and Arbib [41] formally defined a concurrent process as aport automaton, where an output

response is computed as a function of an input response. The automaton executes asynchronously and

independently, and whenever input is needed, the most recent data available is obtained. The automaton

may have internal states; however all communication with other concurrent processes are through the ports.

The port-automaton theory was first applied to robotics by Lyons and Arbib [21], who constructed a special

model of computation based on it, which was calledRobot Schemas. The schema used the port-automaton

theory to formalize the key computational characteristics of robot programming into a single mathematical

model.

Arbib and Ehrig extended the work on robot schemas for algebraically specifying modular software for

distributed systems by usingport specifications to link modules [2]. The specification presented requires

that there be exactly one input for every output link, and vice versa. The specification does not include any

notion of objects nor any method to obtain reusability of the modules and reconfigurability of a subsystem,

and they do not specify the mechanisms required to implement their model.
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In our research, these port specifications have been combined with object-based design in order to create a

model for reconfigurable real-time software components. The port specifications are also extended so that

an output port can be spanned into multiple inputs and multiple outputs can be joined into a single input. In

addition, operating system services are provided such that the communication through these ports can be

performed in real-time and a set of port-based objects can be reconfigured dynamically. Through a joint

effort with The Robotics Institute at Carnegie Mellon University, the Chimera Methodology was applied to

several robotics applications. Most examples given in this paper are excerpts from those applications. In the

next section, the port-based object software model is presented.

3. PORT-BASED OBJECTS

The port-based object is a new abstraction for real-time software components that applies the port

automaton theory to object-based design. A port-based object has all the properties associated with standard

objects, including internal state, code and data encapsulation, and characterization by its methods. It also

has input, output, and resource ports for real-time communication. Input and output ports are used for

integrating objects in the same subsystem, while resource ports are used for communication external to the

subsystem, such as with the physical environment, a user interface, or other subsystems.

A link between two objects is created by connecting an output port of one module to a corresponding input

port of another module, using port names to perform the binding. A configuration can be legal only if every

input port in the system is connected to exactly one output port. A single output may be used as input by

multiple tasks. In our diagrams, we represent such fanning of the output with just a dot at the intersection

of multiple links, as shown in Figure 2. Both modulesA andB require the same inputp, and therefore the

moduleC fans the single outputp into two identical outputs, one for eachA andB.

If two modules have the same output ports, then a join connector is required to merge the data into a single

unambiguous output port, as shown in Figure 3. The join connector is a port-based object whose function

is some kind of combining operation, such as a weighted average. In this example modulesA andB are both

generating a common outputp. In order for any other module to usep as an input, it must only connect to a

single outputp. The configuration manager can modify the output port names of modules with the same

outputs using the aliasing features provided by the underlying real-time operating system (RTOS) [37], such

that they are two separate, intermediate variables. In our example, the output of moduleA becomesp’, and

the output of moduleB becomesp” . The join connector takesp’ andp”  as inputs, and produces a single

unambiguous outputp.

A task is not required to have both input and output ports. Some tasks instead receive input from or send

output to the external environment or to other subsystems, through the resource ports. Other tasks may
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generate data internally or receive data from an external subsystem (e.g. trajectory generator and vision

subsystem interface) and hence not have any input ports, or just gather data (e.g. data logger and graphical

display interface), and hence have no output ports. Any communication protocol can be used for the

resource ports. This allows the hardware dependencies of an application to be encapsulated within a single

port-based object, and forms the basis for developing reconfigurable device drivers, as discussed in

Section 3.5. Note that time is always available to all tasks as a global value, and therefore tasks which

required knowledge of the current time do not have to explicitly include it as an input port.

3.1    Integrating Port-Based Objects using State Variables

A task set is formed by linking multiple objects together to form either an open-loop or closed-loop

subsystem. Each object in the subsystem executes as a separate task on one of the processors in a

multiprocessor environment. An example of a fairly simple closed-loop subsystem is the PID joint control

of a robot, as shown in Figure 4. It uses three modules: thejoint position trajectory generator, thePID joint

position controller, and thetorque-mode robot interface.

The port-automaton computational model states that every task executes autonomously. At the beginning

of each cycle, the task obtains the most recent data available from its input ports. At the end of the cycle,

after performing any necessary computations, the task places new data onto its output ports. The task is

completely unaware of the source and destination of the input and output data respectively.

Autonomous execution is desirable because it allows a task to execute independently of other tasks, and

therefore does not block because another task is using a shared resource. Without blocking, the scheduling

complexity is minimized and processor utilization optimized.

Tasks are independent, and therefore each task may execute at any frequency. The frequency of a task is

typically defined by the control systems engineer. For example, the frequency can be increased to improve

sampling rates and control system stability, it can be reduced to reduce processor utilization requirements,

or it can be based on the speed of hardware such as sensors and actuators which the object is reading or

writing respectively.

The port-automaton model assumes that the most recent data is always present at the input ports. Message

queues do not satisfy this constraint. With message queues, it is possible that no messages are waiting,

which occurs when a task producing an output is slower than the task requiring the data as input. On the

other hand, if the task producing output is faster, then there is the possibility of multiple messages waiting

at the port, and the next message to be received is not the most recent data. Messages create further problems

if an output must be fanned into multiple inputs. In such cases, a message must be replicated, thus making
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the output data a function of the number of external tasks requiring the data. These characteristics of

message queues contradicts the port-automaton model where an object is autonomous and unaware of its

external environment.

State variables provide a superior alternative to messages for inter-object communication, as they do not

have the problems associated with using message queues. Furthermore, they make use of shared memory,

the fastest method of transferring data. A subsystem state is implemented by defining each port as a state

variable. Writing to an output port then translates into updating the state variable, while reading from an

input port translates into reading the state variable.

Since a state variable is shared, proper synchronization is required to ensure that only complete sets of data

are read and written. A state variable can be a vector or other complex data structure, thus the entire transfer

must be performed as a critical section. Using semaphores or similar types of synchronization violates the

port-automaton model because they create dependencies between tasks. They introduce the possibility of

priority inversion and deadlocks, and also increase the complexity of real-time scheduling analysis by

adding blocking terms to the computations [35]. We now present our solutions for obtaining the required

synchronization while maintaining an autonomous execution model.

3.2    State Variable Communication for Single Processor Environments

For single-processor environments, the synchronization can be obtained by locking the CPU, assuming that

the size of a state variable transfer is small. Some people may argue that locking the CPU leads to possible

missed deadlines or priority inversion. This would be true in the ideal case where a CPU has no operating

system overhead. However, considering the practical aspects of real-time computers, it is not unusual that

a real-time microkernel locks the CPU for up to 100µsec in order to perform a system call such as a full

context switch [39]. If the total time that a CPU is locked in order to transfer a state variable is less than the

worst-case locking of the microkernel due to operating system functions, then there is no additional effect

on the predictability of the system. Only the worst-case execution time of that task must be increased by the

transfer time, and that can be accounted for in the scheduling analysis.

An assumption that was made is that in most sensor-based control applications, the volume of data stored

in by state variable is small. To justify this assumption, consider the example of the PID controller in

Figure 4. Each state variable requiresndof transfers, wherendof is the number of degrees-of-freedom for

the robot. A typical value forndofis less than 10, and therefore the longest CPU locking for a state variable

would be the time to perform 10 transfers. This would typically take less than 10µsec on a CPU with a

100µsec context switch time, considering that a context switch may contain as many as 100 operations for

saving and restoring registers and updating a process control table.
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One notable exception in which the assumption does not hold is for images. Vision applications can easily

require several megabytes of data per second. In our model, such applications are implemented as a separate

subsystem using special image processing hardware, and interfaced to the port-based objects using a

reconfigurable device driver. For a vision subsystem, configurable inter-object communication can be

implemented using high-volume data streams and synchronized tasks [13], instead of states and

asynchronous tasks as described in this paper. Synchronous systems are more limiting because all tasks

must execute at the same frequency and dynamic reconfigurability of more than one task at a time is usually

not possible. However, synchronous systems do have an advantage for vision systems where a synchronized

software pipeline is desired. The output of such a pipeline is typically a list of features or specific data points

within an image. This low-volume output can then be sent to a control subsystem which uses the Chimera

methodology, in order to incorporate vision into control applications [28].

Unfortunately, this simple mechanism cannot be used in multiprocessor environments, since locking only

one of the CPUs will not provide the necessary atomic execution, and locking all the CPUs is not feasible.

3.3    State Variable Communication for Multiprocessor Environments

For multiprocessor environments, a global state variable table mechanism has been developed for port-

based communication [40]. It is founded upon the combined use of global and local memory for the

exchange of data between objects, as shown in Figure 5. Aglobal state variable table is stored in shared

memory. The variables in this table are a union of the input port and output port variables of all the objects

that can be configured into the subsystem. Tasks corresponding to each control module cannot access this

table directly. Instead, every task has its own local copy of the table, called thelocal state variable table.

Only the variables used by the task are kept up-to-date in the local table. Since each task has its own copy

of the local table, mutually exclusive access to it is not required. Therefore, a task can execute autonomously

since it never has to lock the local table. The key is then to ensure that the local and global tables are updated

to always contain the most recent data, and that the local table is never updated while a task is using the

table.

Multiprocessor synchronization based on this type of shared memory architecture has been addressed in

[30]. The shared memory protocol (SMP) is presented as an extension of the single processor priority

ceiling protocol [35]. The protocol involves defining global semaphores for locking the global shared

memory, and placing priority ceilings on accessing the semaphores to bound the waiting time of higher

priority jobs.

There are several problems which prevent the use of SMP within our framework. First, this method assumes

that the local scheduling on each processor is the rate monotonic algorithm, with static priorities. As
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discussed in [37] it is desirable to use mixed or dynamic priority algorithms for scheduling reconfigurable

systems, for which the protocol is not suitable. Second, one assumption of the SMP is that the delay to

access the backplane bus from any processor is negligible compared to the task execution times.

Unfortunately this is usually not the case; buses like the VMEbus are implemented using a static-priority

processor assignment which is not under the control of software. Therefore the time to wait for the bus can

be significant. Third, there is significant overhead associated with implementing SMP, which prevents its

use with control applications requiring frequencies over 1000Hz. The complexity and overhead of SMP can

be reduced significantly for the port-based communication by selecting a single lock for the entire table,

instead of a separate lock for each state variable. Selecting a single lock for the entire table is not as

restrictive as it seems, since a shared bus connects the shared memory to local memory. Even if multiple

tasks have separate locks, only one of them can physically access the shared memory at once; other tasks

must wait for the bus even while in their critical section.

An alternate solution for synchronizing access to the global state variable table is to use spin-locks [27].

When a task must access the global table, it first locks the processor on which it is executing. Locking the

CPU ensures that the task does not get swapped out while holding the critical global resource. The task then

tries to obtain a global lock by performing an atomicread-modify-write instruction, which is supported by

most hardware processors. If the lock is obtained, the task reads or writes the global table, then releases the

lock, still while being locked into the local CPU. It then releases its lock on the local processor. If the lock

cannot be obtained because it is held by another task, then the task spins on the lock. It is guaranteed that

the task holding the global lock is on a different processor, and will not be preempted.

In comparing this method to SMP, the lock can be viewed as a single global semaphore, and since all tasks

can access it, its priority ceiling is constant, which is the maximum task priority in the system. Since there

is only one lock, there is no possibility of deadlock. A task busy-waits with the local processor locked until

it obtains the lock and goes through its critical section. In Section 4.3 it is shown that for configurations

where the volume of data transferred between objects is small, there is a bounded waiting time for obtaining

the global lock, even on hardware that only has fixed priority bus arbitration.

3.4    Detailed Port-Based Object Model

Traditionally, software modules are implemented as complete entities, which can invoke RTOS services

through the use of system calls. Such an implementation model, however, forces each module to be

responsible for its own communication and synchronization, and hence its integration with other modules.

Chimera instead uses an “inside-out” method of programming. Rather than the software modules invoking

the RTOS whenever an operating system service is required, the RTOS framework is always executing, and
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it invokes methods of the port-based object as needed. Programmers who create software modules only have

to define the methods of the port-based object; they do not have to write any kind of synchronization,

communication, or other glue code. As a result, the creation of a reusable software component using the

Chimera methodology is simpler than creating a traditional software module. The Chimera programming

paradigm is also desirable because the operating system controls progress of every task, and as a result

enables automatic execution time profiling and allows for the detection and handling of timing failures [37].

The detailed model of a port-based object is shown in Figure 6 as a finite state machine, with state

transitions expanded as process flow diagrams. The ellipses show the possible states of the task, which can

beNOT-CREATED, OFF, ON, orERROR. TheOFF state is for a task that has been created but is suspended

while waiting for a start signal. TheON state represents a task that is ready to execute its next cycle, either

in response to a timer wakeup signal for a periodic task, or the arrival of an event in the case of an aperiodic

server. TheERROR state is for tasks that have encountered unrecoverable errors during their execution.

State transitions occur when a signal is received from an external subsystem, the configuration manager, or

in the case of a wakeup signal, from the underlying hardware. These signals are shown in Figure 6 as solid

bars. Methods of an object are invoked by the RTOS in response to these signals. Every object has each of

the following special methods:init, on, cycle, off, kill, error, clear, reinit and sync, which are shown as

rectangular boxes. Details of these methods are given below.

Immediately before and after each method of a port-based object is executed, a transfer is made between the

local and global state variable tables. This ensures that a method always uses the most up-to-date data, and

that new data is immediately placed into the global table. These state variable table transfers are shown in

Figure 6 as oval boxes.

A port-based object can have two kinds of input: constant input (in-const) that is read only once during

initialization; and variable input (in-vars) which is read at the beginning of each cycle for periodic tasks, or

at the start of event processing for aperiodic tasks. Similarly, a task can have output constants (out-const)

or output variables (out-var). Constants and variables are both transferred through the state variable table.

State constants are used in the creation of reconfigurable device drivers and generic software, as described

in Section 3.5. The use ofin-consts andout-consts by the modules create a necessary order for initialization

of tasks within a subsystem: a task that generates anout-const must be initialized before another task that

uses that constant as anin-const is initialized.

A two-step initialization and termination is used to support dynamic reconfigurability. High-overhead

initialization and termination code is performed during theinit andkill  methods respectively, whereas tasks

can be activated and deactivated quickly using theon andoff methods. Theon method is used to update the
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objects internal state to reflect the current subsystem state. Theoff method is used in cases where the

subsystem state must be modified when a task terminates in order to ensure the integrity of the system even

after the task stops executing.

Thecycle method is executed every time the task receives awakeup signal while the task is in theON state.

For periodic tasks, the wakeup signal comes from the RTOS timer, whereas for aperiodic tasks, the wakeup

signal can result from an incoming message or other asynchronous signaling mechanism supported by the

underlying operating system. Thesync method is used by the aperiodic servers to receive events, and to

block if no events are pending.

The Chimera methodology uses a global error handling paradigm to detect and handle faults in the system

[37]. An error signal is generated whenever an error is encountered. The signal can be caught by either a

user-defined or system-defined error handler. By default, an error generated during initialization prevents

the creation of the task, and immediately calls thekill  method which can free any resources that had been

allocated before the error occurred. If an error occurs after a task is initialized, then theerror method is

called. The purpose of theerror method is to either attempt to clear the error, or to perform appropriate

alternate handling, such as a graceful degradation or shutdown of the system. If for any reason the task is

unable to recover from an error, the task becomes suspended in theERROR state, and a message is sent to

the configuration manager indicating that operator intervention is required. After the problem is fixed, the

operator sends aclear signal, at which time theclear method is called. Theclear method ensures the

problem has been corrected. If everything is fine, the task returns to theOFF state, and is ready to receive

anon signal. Otherwise, the error has not been corrected, and the task remains in theERROR state.

The port-based object model allows tasks to be configured based on input constants. Such configuration is

performed during a task’sinit method. If one of those constants changes as a configuration changes, the task

must be re-initialized, which is accomplished through thereinit method. A large bulk of a task’s

initialization, including creating the task’s context and translating symbolic names into pointers, does not

have to be re-performed. Only that part of the initialization which is based on the input constants needs to

be executed during a re-initialization. Thereinit method is called automatically when a task that generates

anout-const is swapped out and a new task generating adifferent value for the same out-const is started.

The re-initialization ensures that the entire system is dealing with the same constants always, and should a

conflict occur, it can be flagged as an error immediately.

With a detailed framework of the port-based object described above, the programmer of a software

component only has to define the code for the specific methods. Based on the framework, a C-language
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specification using abstract data types has been defined and a code template for creating reusable software

has been created. The detailed specification and code template are given in [37].

3.5    Reconfigurable Device Drivers

Operating systems provide drivers for input and output devices such as serial ports, parallel ports, and

analog/digital converters, but do not make any provisions for the hardware connected to those devices. Such

hardware can include sensors such as force, position, tactile, and switches; and actuators, such as robot

arms, motors, solenoids, and display devices.

A reconfigurable device driver is a port-based object which encapsulates hardware dependencies. It

communicates with hardware through the resource ports, and converts raw data into hardware independent

information that can be used by generic software modules. Resource ports can be physical devices, such as

a serial port, or logical devices, such as a socket. Hardware specific parameters are converted into hardware

independentout-consts. These are read in by other software modules in the subsystem during initialization,

allowing the generic components to configure themselves based on the hardware in use.

As an example, Figure 7 shows a generic Cartesian teleoperation subsystem that can be used with any robot,

based on generic forward and inverse kinematics control algorithms [17]. The hardware dependencies of

the robot are encapsulated within thetorque-mode robot interface object. Several modules requirendof, the

number of degrees of freedom for the robot. In addition, the genericforward kinematics and Jacobian and

inverse dynamics modules require the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters (dh)  [7], which describes the robot,

as input during initialization.

The robot interface module is a reconfigurable device driver, and provides a hardware independent interface

to the rest of the subsystem. It generates theout-consts ndof anddh, shown in Figure 7 as dotted lines. The

other modules acquire these parameters during initialization, and configure themselves for the specific

robot. If a different robot is used, then only the robot interface module needs to be changed, perhaps

generating differentout-consts. For fixed-configuration robots, the values ofndof anddh are typically hard-

coded within the module or stored in a configuration file, while for reconfigurable robots  [32], these values

are read in from EPROMs on the robot during initialization of the robot interface module.

3.6    Subsystem Reconfiguration

Intelligent sensor-based control systems are dynamically changing. To use of system resources efficiently,

they must be dynamically reconfigurable. For example consider the case of a robotic manipulator which

must pick up an object from a table and place it into a final assembly. The robot must first find the object,

possibly by communicating with a vision subsystem for tracking the object’s location. Once the object has
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been located, it moves to a position above the object as quickly as possible, using an appropriate motion

control algorithm. The manipulator then uses a force or hybrid control scheme for making contact with the

object, then gripper control for grasping the object. Once the object is in hand, the robot again uses a

combination of the vision system to search for the target location and motion control to move quickly to that

destination. Finally, it reuses the force, hybrid, and gripper control to place the object into the assembly. The

application is sequentially decomposed into sub-goals, each of which requires a different subsystem

configuration. If the system is not reconfigurable, then all necessary modules must be executing at all times.

However, in a dynamically reconfigurable system, only required modules are using the resources at any

given time.

The Chimera methodology has been conceived especially to support dynamic reconfiguration. In this

section, we demonstrate that capability by use of an example. Figure 8 shows two visual servoing

configurations. Both configurations obtain a new desired Cartesian position from a visual servoing

subsystem [28], and supply the robot with new reference joint positions. The subsystem configuration in (a)

uses standard inverse kinematics, and is used to obtain maximum speed. A similar configuration in (b) uses

a damped least squares algorithm, which is slower than using the inverse kinematics algorithm, but it

prevents the robot from going through a singularity [46]. Thevisual servoing, forward kinematics and

Jacobian, and position-mode robot interface modules are the same in both configurations; only the

controller module is different.

To support dynamic reconfigurability, either 1) the union of all objects required for the application created,

but not necessarily activated, during initialization of the system, or 2) new tasks can be dynamically created

in the background prior to becoming activated. As an example, assume that the union of the objects used in

Figure 8(a) and (b) are created, and that configuration (a) executes first. Theinverse kinematics task is

turned on immediately after initialization, causing it to run periodically, while thedamped least squares and

time integrator tasks remain in theOFF state. When the robot is at risk of going through a singularity, a

signal is sent to the configuration manager indicating that a dynamic reconfiguration is required. In

response, anoff signal is sent to the inverse kinematics task and anon signal to thedamped least squares

and time integrator tasks. On the next cycle, the new tasks automatically update their own local state

variable table, and begin periodic cycling, while theinverse kinematics task becomes inactive. Assuming

theon andoff operations are fairly low overhead, the dynamic reconfiguration can be performed without

any loss of cycles.

For a dynamic reconfiguration which takes longer than a single cycle, the stability of the system becomes a

concern. To ensure the integrity of the system, a globalillegal configuration flag is set when the dynamic
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reconfiguration begins. It signals to all tasks that a potentially illegal configuration exists. Critical tasks

which send signals directly to hardware or external subsystems (e.g. the robot interface module) can go into

a locally stable mode. The module then ignores all input variables from other tasks, and instead implements

a simple internally-coded local stability feedback loop which maintains the integrity of the hardware. The

feedback loop, for example, can keep a robot’s position constant or gradually reduce the velocity while the

dynamic configuration takes place. Note that the actions to be executed are module dependent and not part

of the software framework. When the dynamic reconfiguration is complete, the global flag is reset, and the

critical tasks resume taking input from the state variable table.

One issue that arises is determining safe points for performing dynamic reconfiguration. Such an issue must

be addressed by the control systems designer, and thus is not addressed by the Chimera methodology. In

our systems, we have taken a conservative approach, allowing dynamic reconfiguration to only occur when

a robot is at rest. This is implemented by ensuring that a sub-goal is only considered to have been reached

once the velocity and acceleration of the robot is zero. Further research into control systems can investigate

more aggressive approaches, such as allowing dynamic reconfiguration while the external hardware is still

in motion.

The illegal configuration flag can also be used when an error is detected in the system. If the execution of

one or more modules is halted due to an error, then the state variable data may no longer be valid. To prevent

damage to the system, critical tasks go into their locally stable execution until the error is cleared or the

system properly shut down. Note that any task with locally stable execution should be considered a critical

task for real-time scheduling purposes and thus have highest priority in the system. This ensures that a

transient overload during dynamic reconfiguration or error recovery does not preempt the execution of the

hard real-time feedback loops in the critical tasks.

The signaling mechanism currently used by Chimera to communicate between the port-based objects and

the configuration manager has satisfied our needs, but there is obvious room for improvement. For example,

Meta [26], a tool for instrumentizing software components to enable distributed configuration management

in a dynamically reconfigurable system, can be used in place of our signaling mechanism. Meta uses a

software concept ofsensors andactuatorsto better monitor and modify configurations to ensure correctness

and add robustness during dynamic reconfiguration. The Chimera framework provides an ideal

environment for using such a tool, since it is not necessary to instrumentize every software module. Instead,

the operating system’s framework for the port-based object can be instrumentized, such that all tasks by

default use this more advanced configuration signalling tool.
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4. CONFIGURATION VERIFICATION , ANALYSIS, AND PERFORMANCE

Rapid development of real-time applications is achieved by selecting a set of modules to execute

concurrently, allowing the RTOS to handle the timing, synchronization, and communication of the objects.

A set of tools that can be incorporated into a configuration manager have been developed to ensure that an

application meets its requirements. The tools can be used to verify a subsystem configuration, analyze real-

time schedulability on local processors, and analyze performance of the state variable communication and

hence the global schedule for a particular configuration.

4.1    Port-Linkage Verification

Input/output port-linkage verification is used to check the correctness of a configuration, such that there is

exactly one output port for every input port in the task set, and there are not two modules producing

conflicting outputs. In a statically configured application, these checks should be performed by the

configuration manager before executing an application. In a dynamic system, the configuration manager

should perform these tests before resetting theillegal configuration flag to mark a configuration as legal (as

discussed in Section 3.6).

The correctness can be verified analytically using set equations, where the elements of the sets are the state

variables. IfXj is a set representing the input variables of modulej, Yj is a set representing the output

variables of modulej, then a configuration is legal only if the following two conditions are true:

, for all i,j such that 1 ≤ i,j ≤ k ∧ i≠j (1)

and

(2)

wherek is the number of modules in the configuration.

As an example of verifying correctness, consider the configuration that was shown in Figure 4. Assume that

module 1 is thetrajectory generator joint position, module 2 is thePID joint position controller, and

module 3 is the torque-mode robot interface. Therefore . ,

, , , and .

From these sets, it is clear thatY1, Y2, andY3 do not intersect, and hence (1) is satisfied.

To satisfy (2), the union of the input sets and output sets must be taken and compared. We get

∪X = X1 ∪ X2 ∪ X3 = (3)

Yi Yj∩( ) ∅=

Xj
j 1=

k

∪ 
 
 

Yj
j 1=

k

∪ 
 
 

⊆
 
 
 

X1 ∅= Y1 θd θ̇d,{ }=

X2 θd θ̇d θm θ̇m, , ,{ }= Y2 τr{ }= X3 τr{ }= Y3 θm θ̇m,{ }=

θd θ̇d θm θ̇m τr, , , ,{ }
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and

∪Y = Y1 ∪ Y2 ∪ Y3 = . (4)

Since∪X = ∪Y, (2) is also satisfied and thus the configuration shown in Figure 4 is legal.

4.2    Real-Time Scheduling Analysis

The foundation of the port-based object is the port-automaton theory, which states that each task executes

autonomously and independently of other tasks. This theory provides an ideal model for real-time

scheduling analysis. It allows real-time scheduling algorithms such as maximum-urgency-first (MUF)[38]

or rate monotonic (RM) [34] to be used without the complexity involved in analyzing task sets with

interprocessor communication that force blocking. The MUF algorithm is preferred, since it has a

performance improvement over RM, and in addition to guaranteeing execution of hard real-time tasks, it

can provide some guarantees for soft real-time tasks [37].

The configuration manager assigns each task to one of the processors in the system. A local real-time

scheduling analysis can then be performed for the task sets on each individual processor. Details of

scheduling analysis using MUF, including support for hard and soft real-time tasks, aperiodic servers,

timing failure detection and handling, and automatic task execution profiling are given in [37]. Although

Chimera can dispatch a task to any processor upon request from the configuration manager, it does not

define any global scheduling algorithm. Instead, the configuration manager can use any algorithm to map

tasks to processors, then use MUF to verify and analyze the task allocation on each processor.

4.3    State Variable Communication Analysis

The global state variable table communication mechanism is a solution for obtaining real-time inter-object

communication while maintaining an autonomous execution model for port-based objects in a distributed

shared memory environment. The local table allows a task to access required data without contention. The

method assumes that the local and global tables are updated every cycle, during the idle times of the tasks.

This can only be accomplished if there is sufficient CPU time and bus bandwidth when required. In this

section, the effects of communication between the local and global tables on the schedulability of a task set

are considered. It is shown that despite constraints and fixed priority hardware, it is possible to provide

guaranteed communication and scheduling of critical tasks under some constraints, as discussed later.

First, the time required for transferring data between the local and global tables for each task must be

computed. LettIP be the time required to transfer thein-vars andtOPbe the time required to transfer theout-

vars of a port-based objectP, assuming no waiting for the bus. These values can be computed as

θd θ̇d θm θ̇m τr, , , ,{ }
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(5)

(6)

where

V1 = overhead for locking and unlocking the table, excluding waiting time for the bus;

Va = overhead of transferring each additional variable;

nIP/nOP = number ofin-vars/out-vars for objectP;

xPi/xPo = number of transfers required for thein-var/out-var i of objectP;

R(x) = time required forx transfers.

V1, Va, andR(x) are dependent on the speed of the hardware. These values can be measured initially for each

type of hardware supported, then used by a configuration manager for estimating communication times. As

an example,V1, Va, andR(x) were measured in our laboratory. The breakdown of times for an Ironics

IV3230 single board computer [15] with a 25MHz MC68030 processor on a VMEbus is shown in Table 1.

A VMETRO 25 MHz VBT-321 VMEbus analyzer [45] was used to time the communication, and provided

a resolution of better than 1µsec. The global state variable table was stored within the dual-ported memory

of a second IV3230.

Note that the value ofR(x) is not linear. This is due to the underlying block copy routine, which has a better

average time per transfer for larger transfers. Through interpolation, different transfer sizes can be

estimated, and more measurements ofR(x) with different values ofx can give more accurate results.

However, for purposes of discussion and examples in this paper, the values shown are sufficient.

tIP V1 nIVa R xPi( )
i 1=

nIP

∑+ +=

tOP V1 nOVa R yPi( )
i 1=

nOP

∑+ +=

Table 1:  Breakdown Of VMEbus Transfer Times
And Communication Overhead

 Operation Execution Time (µsec)

obtaining global state variable table lock using TAS 5
releasing global state variable table lock 2
locking CPU 8
releasing CPU lock 8
initial subroutine call overhead 4
lcopy() subroutine call overhead 7
total overhead for single variable read/write 34 V1
additional overhead, per variable, for multivariable copy 5 Va

raw data transfer over VMEbus, 6 floats 9R(6)
raw data transfer over VMEbus, 32 floats 31R(32)
raw data transfer over VMEbus, 256 floats 237R(256)
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The values in Table 1 can be substituted into (5) and (6) to estimate the transfer times for each port-based

object. As an example, consider the configuration shown in Figure 9, and assume thatndof=6. The values

of tIP andtOP for each module were estimated. These estimates were then compared to actual transfer times

measured with the VMETRO analyzer. As can be seen in Table 2, the estimates and actual times are

sufficiently close to use the estimates for further analysis. This aspect is important since it is not desirable,

and perhaps not feasible, to time the communication of every software module for every type of hardware.

For simplicity, (5) and (6) assume thatV1 is always present, even ifn is 0, such asnIP for jtball. In practice,

if there are no transfers to be made, the global table is not locked. As a result, the actual measured time is

very small, and accounts for overhead of testing if a transfer must be made.

Until now, all measurements and analysis assumed the ideal case where there is no contention for the global

table’s lock. Next, the worst-case waiting time for the lock by each task is computed.

Let Lpj be the maximum time that task p on processorj will hold the global table lock. Therefore

Lpj=max(tIp,tOp). LetMj be the longest time that the global lock is held by any task on processorj:

(7)

whereNj is the number of tasks on processorj.

Ideally, if multiple tasks are trying to obtain the lock, the one with the highest priority succeeds.

Unfortunately, on a shared bus where each processor has a fixed priority, such as the VMEbus that is not

using round-robin bus arbitration, that is not the case. Instead, the task inherits the priority of the processor.

For the remainder of the analysis, assume that the hardware is a fixed-priority VMEbus, such that the lowest

numbered processor has highest priority. For different hardware configurations, the following analysis may

have to be redone, and perhaps a different form of locking for the global table may be appropriate.

Any task on processork attempting to lock the global table must wait for tasks on all higher priority

processors. Furthermore, the task may also have to wait for a task currently holding the lock on a lower

priority processor. Based on the locking mechanism described in Section 3.3, only one task on any

Table 2: Comparison of Estimated and Actual Transfer Times

module nIP nOP xPi yPi Estimated tIP Actual tIP Estimated tOP Actual tOP

puma_pidg 3 2 6 6 76 67 64 54
grav_comp 1 1 6 6 41 40 41 40

diff 1 1 6 6 41 40 41 40
jtball 0 1 0 6 34 2 41 40

Mj max Lpj p 1=

Nj( )=
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processor can request the lock at once, and therefore there is no contention with other tasks on the same

processor.

In Section 3.1, an assumption was made that the state variable table mechanism was valid as long as the

amount of data to be transferred is small. That assumption is now quantified, as the volume of data affects

the maximum waiting time of each task.

Let Wk be the worst case waiting time for any task on processork. Since this iswaiting time and notblocking

time (awaiting task is in the running state, ablocked task is suspended)Wk can be added to the worst-case

execution time of a task. It is computed as

Wk=WkLO + WkHI, (8)

whereWkLO andWkHI are the maximum time the task may have to wait for a task to release the lock on a

lower or higher priority processor respectively.

WkLO is computed simply as the longest time any single task on a lower priority processor may hold the

lock. Therefore,

(9)

wherer is the number of processors.

Next, WkHI is computed. Fork=1, though, there are no higher priority processors, thusW1HI=0 and

W1=W1LO. Fork>1, the potential locking of all tasks on processors 1 tok–1 must be considered. Under the

assumption that the volume of data is small, the bandwidth required to transfer all the data is much less than

the total bandwidth of the bus. Therefore, in the worst case, all tasks on higher-priority processors may

require the lock at the same time.WkHI is thus computed as the sum of the waiting time of all tasks on higher-

priority processors:

. (10)

The notationtI,ij is the same astIP, where objectP is referred to by the processor numberi and task IDj. For

real-time scheduling analysis, the valueWk of each task is added to the worst-case execution time of that

task.

As an example, Equations (8), (9), and (10) were applied to the sample configuration shown in Figure 9,

with estimated locking times as shown in Table 2. Task periods and cycle times (before adding maximum

waiting time) were also arbitrarily assigned to demonstrate the computations, as shown in Table 2.

Assuming thatpuma_pidg andgrav_comp are on processor 1, anddiff and jtball are on processor 2, The

WkLO max Mj j k 1+=

r
( )=

WkHI tI ij, tO ij,+( )
i 1=

Nj

∑
j 1=

k 1–

∑=
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resulting computations are shown in Table 2. The adjusted execution time should then be used for

schedulability analysis, as described in Section 4.2.

In our applications, the average case is significantly lower than the worst case. To compensate, the MUF

algorithm’s soft real-time capabilities can be used to schedule tasks. MUF soft real-time scheduling makes

use of aneffective execution that can be as low as half the adjusted worst-case execution time in order to

improve processor utilization, yet still guarantee that even in the worst case, the tasks will never miss two

successive deadlines [37]. Therefore, soft real-time tasks can be placed on the lower priority processors,

while the hard real-time tasks should be placed on higher priority processors.

Another consideration for assigning tasks to processors is the volume of data that needs to be transferred.

The computations ofWk show that it is preferable for tasks producing a low volume of data to be placed on

higher priority processors, since that significantly reducesWkHI for tasks on lower priority processors.

A different assignment of tasks to processors can lead to very different results. The configuration manager

can use this information as input to compare various configuration possibilities, in order to optimize the

global scheduling.

5. USER INTERFACE

Program visualization techniques for configuring port-based objects have been developed and incorporated

into Onika, a visual programming environment based on the Chimera Methodology in which reusable

software can be assembled and executed [11]. This section briefly summarizes Onika.

Onika provides two levels of user interaction:

Theengineer’s level(or lower level) allows control system engineers to create and execute subsystem

configurations by assembling port-based objects, as shown in Figure 10. The engineer’s level also

contains tools for retrieving modules from remote sites, configuring object parameters such as

frequency or port names, displaying task execution times (as provided by the Chimera RTOS’s

Table 3: Sample Computations of Worst Execution Time (all times in msec)

Module Processor Task
ID

Frequency
(1/T), in Hz

Period
(T)

Worst-Case
Execution Time

(C), Before
Waiting

WkLO WkHI Wk

Adjusted
worst-case

Execution Time
(C+Wk)

puma_pidg 1 τ1 1000 1.0 0.25 0.041 0 0.041 0.29

grav_comp 1 τ2 300 3.3 1.20 0.041 0 0.041 1.24

diff 2 τ1 500 2.0 0.80 0 0.222 0.222 1.02

jtball 2 τ2 20 50.0 20.0 0 0.222 0.222 20.22
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automatic profiling [37]) and displaying error messages and signals generated by a port-based

object (these features not shown in diagram). A configuration can be saved, and assigned a

graphical icon for use with the upper level.

The application level (or upper level), allows multiple subsystem configurations to be sequenced

together iconically, as shown in Figure 11, in order to create a complete application. The program

then executes the configuration corresponding to each icon in order, and dynamically reconfigures

the system when moving from one icon to the next. The application level may also contain loops,

conditional branching, and parallel execution paths for applications that are decomposed into

multiple subsystems (these features not shown in diagram)

Standardized user testing was performed to determine the efficiency of the Onika programming

environment. Of the twenty-three subjects tested, all succeeded in learning to use Onika when given a

twenty minute tutorial. All subjects then successfully created a simple pick-and-place application involving

twenty-four manipulator actions in under seventeen minutes, with the average time being approximately

eight minutes. The researchers noticed no major differences in performance with regard to the relative

expertise of the subjects in the area of programming; differences resulting in poorer performance typically

occurred when either textual descriptions or visual cues were hidden from the subject .

Details of the user testing and more examples of Onika are given in [8] and [9].

6. SUMMARY

This paper describes the Chimera Methodology, a software engineering paradigm that enables the rapid

development of real-time applications through use of dynamically reconfigurable and reusable software. It

is targeted towards a distributed shared memory computing environment, and implementation has been on

a set of single board computer on a VMEbus, hosted by a Sun SPARCstation.

The primary contribution of the Chimera methodology is the port-based object model of a real-time

software component. The model is based on applying the port-automaton formal computational theory to

object-based design. A finite state machine, detailed interface specifications, and a C-language template are

used to define the port-based object. Tools to support the integration, scheduling, and communication

between the objects have been developed and incorporated into the Chimera Real-Time Operating System.

Techniques for verifying correctness and analyzing performance are also provided for configuration

managers that are designed to integrate software created using the Chimera methodology.

The Chimera methodology has been applied successfully to several multi-sensor based applications in labs

at Carnegie Mellon University, University of Maryland at College Park, the Air Force Logistics Center,
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NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Air Force Institute of Technology, and the National Institute of

Standards and Technology. The methodology is also being used by Sandia National Laboratories as a basis

for developing virtual laboratories [10].
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Figure 1: Simplified model of a port-based object
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Figure 2: Fanning an output into multiple inputs
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Figure 3: Joining multiple outputs into a single input
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Figure 4: Example of PID joint control.
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Figure 5:  Structure of state variable table mechanism
for port-based object integration
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Figure 6: Finite state machine model of a port-based object, with state
transtions shown as process-flow diagrams.
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Figure 7: Example of module integration: Cartesian teleoperation
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Figure 10: Example of Onika’s engineer’s level for graphically integrating port-based objects.
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Figure 11: Example of Onika’s application level for creating applications based on subsystem
configurations of port-based objects.


